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Introduction  

APROC have executed the Security Service Challenge level 2 (SSC_2).  The 

SSC_2 affected a Storage Element (SE) in each of our 18 regional sites. We 

completed this challenge on 5/4 and thanks for all assistances. Many sites 

provide their suggestions and comments , I have already collected and 

reported . This report includes the preparation for this security service 

challenge , the steps of this challenge , the result of the challenge , the 

feedback from security contacts and our experiences . 

 

Preparation  

Before executed the SSC job , APROC did the preparation for this security 

service challenge . The following informations includes checked the objective 

for this challenge , downloaded the toolkit from SSC websites , performed the 

SSC test several times , wrote the detailed procedure , collected all site 

security contact informations and sent the announcement to all site managers. 
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1. Got the information from EGEE security team and this challenge must be 

completed before next OSCT meeting in June. 

 

2. Reviewed the Wiki page from the EGEE security team .The related link was 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/SSC2 

Downloaded the material include a tool kit containing software and detailed 

instructions from the SSC2 wikipage .  

 

3. Modified the configure files and tried to submit a lots jobs to Taiwan-LCG2 

and test the function.   

 

4. Troubleshooting part 1 

When submitted a dteam job to Taiwan-LCG2 and got some problem . 

I could not use “grid-proxy-init ” to create a dteam proxy to submit a job. 

The error message was : 

 

# === 2007-04-16_02:45:58 === lcg00122.grid.sinica.edu.tw === 

jobDescription === AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2 
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Executable = "tar"; 

StdOutput = "std.out"; 

StdError = "std.err"; 

InputSandbox = {"./bin/tar","./bin/.storacc", 

"./../ROCsites/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/profiler.cfg", 

"./../ROCsites/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/file", "./../ROCsi 

tes/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/SE.cfg"}; 

OutputSandbox = {"std.out","std.err"}; 

Arguments = "tar"; 

VirtualOrganisation = "dteam"; 

Requirements = 

other.GlueCEUniqueID=="lcg00125.grid.sinica.edu.tw:2119/jobmanager-lcg

pbs-dteam"; 

 

# --- end of jobDescription for AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2 --- 

 

2007-04-16_02:46:12 === edg-job-submit -o 

/home/jinnychien/tmp/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58_2167

9/edg_jobId ./../ROCsites/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-L 
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CG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58.jds 

2007-04-16_02:48:36 === edg-job-get-output --dir 

/home/jinnychien/tmp/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58_2167

9 -i /home/jinnychien/tmp/AsiaPacific/T 

aiwan-LCG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58_21679/edg_jobId 

2007-04-16_02:48:38 === No_stderr_file 

2007-04-16_02:48:38 === No_stdout_file 

2007-04-16_02:48:38 === edg-job-get-logging-info -v 0 -o 

/home/jinnychien/tmp/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58_2167

9/jinnychien_dgs7zlFxV1WUOymoF9 

Jcpw/log.txt -i 

/home/jinnychien/tmp/AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2/2007-04-16_02:45:58_2167

9/edg_jobId 

2007-04-16_02:48:39 === Job_Submission_from_UI === 

lcg00122.grid.sinica.edu.tw === for_AsiaPacific/Taiwan-LCG2_completed 

=== with_status === Done, could not get output, could not get log info 

 

The solution was : 

Use the voms-proxy-init –voms dteam .  
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Due to the alteration of the  /opt/edg/etc/edg-mkgridmap.conf file on CE 

host . The apesci has the high priority .  

 

5. Troubleshooting part 2 

The problem was about Storage Element (SE) , I could not execute any 

activities on dpm01.grid.sinica.edu.tw. The error message was : 

 

2007-04-17_07:29:48 === Enter_storacc ==='./.storacc' 

2007-04-17_07:29:48 === Report_elements_from_the_environment === 

VO:                     'dteam' 

LCG_GFAL_VO:            'dteam' 

LCG_GFAL_INFOSYS:       'lcg00126.grid.sinica.edu.tw:2170' 

LCG_CATALOG_TYPE:       'lfc' 

=================== 

2007-04-17_07:29:48 === Report_paths_and_URLs === 

Work directory:         '/grid/dteam/ssc' 

logical file name:      

'/grid/dteam/ssc/SSC_a130c53f-5d57-4351-ad0a-8577c1528d1a.file'rPath:                

'ssc/SSC_a130c53f-5d57-4351-ad0a-8577c1528d1a.file' 
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Destination (SE) :      'dpm01.grid.sinica.edu.tw' 

=================== 

2007-04-17_07:29:48 === Upload_file_and_catalog_(lcg_crx) === 

Using grid catalog type: lfc 

Using grid catalog : lfc-dteam.cern.ch 

Failure (-1) returned from call of: 

lcg_crx(src='file:/home/dteam014/globus-tmp.w-wn0062.32350.0/WMS_w-

wn0062_0352_https_3a_2f_2flcg00124.grid.sinica.edu.tw_3a9000_2f0TjkT

9s015DH507Z-ZHyBA/file 

', dest='dpm01.grid.sinica.edu.tw', guid='(null)', 

lfn='/grid/dteam/ssc/SSC_a130c53f-5d57-4351-ad0a-8577c1528d1a.file', 

vo='dteam', rpath='ssc/SSC_a130c53f-5 

d57-4351-ad0a-8577c1528d1a.file', nbstr=1, conf='(null)', insec='0', 

verb='7', actual_guid='', errbuf='', errbufsize='1024') 

=> errno=(107 : 'Transport endpoint is not connected') 

2007-04-17_07:29:52 === GUID_from_lcg_crx === 

=================== 

2007-04-17_07:29:52 === Get_GUID_from_LFN_(lcg_lgx) === 

Failure (-1) returned from call of: 
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lcg_lgx(file='lfn:/grid/dteam/ssc/SSC_a130c53f-5d57-4351-ad0a-8577c152

8d1a.file', vo='dteam', conf='(null)', insec='0', guid='', errbuf='', 

errbufsize='1024' 

) 

=> errno=(2 : 'No such file or directory') 

2007-04-17_07:29:55 === GUID_from_lcg_lgx === 

=================== 

2007-04-17_07:29:55 === Replicate_the_file_(lcg_repx) === 

Using grid catalog type: lfc 

Using grid catalog : lfc-dteam.cern.ch 

Failure (-1) returned from call of: 

lcg_repx(src='guid:', repdest='castorgrid.cern.ch', vo='dteam', rpath='ssc', 

nbstr='1', conf='(null)', insec='0', verb='7', errbuf='', errbufsize='1024') 

 errno=(2 : 'No such file or directory') 

 

   The solution was : 

   Due to there is no my DN in gridmap.file and add it manually. 

 

6. During the whole process , wrote down all information and trace on the Wiki. 
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The reference was 

http://lists.grid.sinica.edu.tw/apwiki/Security_Service_Challenge?highlight=

%28security%29 

 

7. Collected all the security contacts from the GOCDB and the final checked 

from the site managers.  

The final information was : 

Site name  Security Contact RB CE SE 

Australia-U

NIMELB-LC

G2 

csirt@physics.un

imelb.edu.au

No lcg-compute.h

pc.unimelb.ed

u.au 

 

koala.unimel

b.edu.au 

 

GOG-Singa

pore 

GOG-security@n

gp.org.sg

No melon.ngpp.ng

p.org.sg 

Melon035.n

gpp.ngp.org.

sg 

HK-HKU-C

C-01 

frankie@cc.hku.

hk

No ce.grid.hku.hk dpm.grid.hk

u.hk 

IN-DAE-VE

CC-01 

grid@veccal.ern

et.in

No gridce01.tier2-

kol.res.in 

gridse001.ti

er2-kol.res.i
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n 

INDIACMS-

TIFR 

csirt@indiacms.r

es.in

No ce.indiacms.re

s.in 

se01.indiac

ms.res.in 

JP-KEK-CR

C-01 

dgteam@ml.post

.kek.jp

dg09.cc.kek

.jp 

dg10.cc.kek.jp  dg11.cc.kek.

jp 

JP-KEK-CR

C-02 

dgteam@ml.post

.kek.jp

rls03.cc.kek.

jp 

rls02.cc.kek.jp rls06.cc.kek.

jp 

KR-KISTI-G

CRT-01 

security@gridce

nter.or.kr

rbsrv.gridce

nter.or.kr 

venus.gridcent

er.or.kr 

hansolo.kisti

.re.kr 

LCG_KNU lcg_knu@knu.ac.

kr

cluster3.knu

.ac.kr 

cluster50.knu.

ac.kr 

cluster51.kn

u.ac.kr 

NCP-LCG2 pk-ncp@ncp.edu

.pk

pcncp24.nc

p.edu.pk 

pcncp04.ncp.e

du.pk 

pcncp22.nc

p.edu.pk / 

pcncp23.nc

p.edu.pk 

PAKGRID-

LCG2 

Naheed.Batool@

cern.ch

No CE.pakgrid.org

.pk 

SE.pakgrid.

org.pk 

Taiwan-IPA

S-LCG2 

tw-atlas@hepma

il.phys.sinica.edu

No atlasce.phys.si

nica.edu.tw 

atlasse.phys

.sinica.edu.t
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.tw w 

Taiwan-LC

G2 

asgc-t1@lists.gri

d.sinica.edu.tw

lcg00124.gri

d.sinica.edu

.tw 

lcg00125.grid.

sinica.edu.tw 

dpm01.grid.

sinica.edu.t

w / 

castor.grid.s

inica.edu.tw 

/ 

lcg00123.gri

d.sinica.edu.

tw 

Taiwan-NC

UCC-LCG2 

lcgadmin@cc.nc

u.edu.tw

No ce.cc.ncu.edu.

tw 

se.cc.ncu.ed

u.tw 

TOKYO-LC

G2 

security@icepp.s

.u-tokyo.ac.jp

dgrb0.icepp.

jp 

dgce0.icepp.jp dgse0.icepp

.jp 

TW-FTT roc@lists.grid.sin

ica.edu.tw

No f-ce01.grid.sini

ca.edu.tw 

f-dpm001.gri

d.sinica.edu.

tw 

TW-NCUH

EP 

grid-manager@p

chep.phy.ncu.ed

No grid01.phy.ncu

.edu.tw 

grid02.phy.n

cu. 
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8. Sent the announcement to all regional site security contacts on 4/19. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Steps of this challenge 

Listed the steps to help us execute this security service challenge . We could 

follow up the procedure to send the relevant mails and feedback at the correct 

time.Before executed the challenge , we checked all site status whether were 

available . 

 

4/22  

We sent the job on 4 / 22  

 

4/23  
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Waited about 20 hours to cool the tracks. E-mail the alert to the appropriate 

Security Contacts by TRS (APROC Ticketing request system). 

The following particulars of the job must be included. 

1). For each of the identified storage operation, please indicate: 

    - The exact time (UTC); 

    - The type of operation; 

    - The URLs, filenames, catalog names and filepaths involved. 

 

2). Please indicate the IP-address of the User Interface (UI) that 

    was used for the Job Submission? 

 

These pieces of information were printed from the submitted job. 

 

4/24  

(1) We waited for one day , If no acknowledgment was forthcoming, then 

repeat the alert by e-mail to site manager.  

(2) Some new managers did not know the purpose of Security Service 

Challenge and .I wrote the detailed mail to all APROC sites . 
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(3) JP-KEK-CRC-01 : had RB problem and could not send a SSC job to them. 

Because they filtered the port 7772 on RB. I sent a SSC job to their site 

again.   

(4) KR-KISTI-GCRT-01 : the incorrect permission of log and could not get the 

result of SSC. I sent the SSC job to their site again.  

4/26  

(1) Some sites did not reply and sent 2nd mail to site manager . Just remind 

them to complete this SSC on time. 

(2) Send the extra mail to site managers that there is no RB in their sites . 

4/30 

The challenge completed and sent the feedback to all site security contacts . 

 

5/4  

Everything had to be completed . 

 

The result of this Security Service Challenge 

Total : 18 sites / 8 countries 
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Site name  Status Reply Feedback 

Australia-UNIMELB-LCG2 OK ( ) ( ) 

GOG-Singapore Error NO NO 

HK-HKU-CC-01  OK ( ) ( ) 

IN-DAE-VECC-01 OK NO NO 

INDIACMS-TIFR  Error NO NO 

JP-KEK-CRC-01 Error NO NO 

JP-KEK-CRC-02  OK ( ) NO 

KR-KISTI-GCRT-01 OK ( ) ( ) 

LCG_KNU  OK ( ) NO 

NCP-LCG2  OK ( ) ( ) 

PAKGRID-LCG2  OK ( ) NO 

Taiwan-IPAS-LCG2  OK ( ) NO 

Taiwan-NCUCC-LCG2  OK ( ) ( ) 

TOKYO-LCG2  OK ( ) ( ) 

TW-FTT Error NO NO 

TW-NTCU-HPC-01 OK ( ) ( ) 

TW-NIU-EECS-01 OK ( ) NO 
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TW-NCUHEP OK NO NO 

 

 

Explanation :  

(1)Site name : All APROC sites  

 

(2)Status : During the executable time , some sites had critical problems and 

could not submit a SSC job successfully. We marked the site status was Error , 

otherwise we marked the site status was OK . 

 

(3)Reply : The security contact completed the question and replied . We 

marked it as ( ) , otherwise it was marked as NO. 

 

(4) Feedback : The security contact sent his experience or comment to us. We 

marked it as ( ) , otherwise it was marked as NO. 
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The time's distribution

50%

30%

15% 5%
Preparation
Execution
Feedback
Report

 

Feedback from security contacts 

According to this Security Service Challenge , Some security contacts provide 

good suggestions and advices . I collected these useful information and 

reported. 

 

 

Question 1 : Was it useful for you ? 

 

1. This challenge gave site security contacts an idea of what they will need to 

do in case there is a security incident. 

2. The challenge was practical exercises for them to trace the related logs. 

3. The challenge was helpful to understand how we can respond 
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pragmatically to audit situation. 

4. It was useful to recognize the detailed job processing at their sites. 

 

Question 2 : Was it too easy? Too difficult ? 

 

Generally , this challenge was not difficult. 

According to the different people , maybe someone was be in touch with this 

similar challenge last year . There are new sites join APROC after the last time. 

Due to this reason , APROC provided the reference to help them finish this 

challenge. 

 

Question 3 : How much resources were involved on your site(s)? 

 

According to different sites status , security contacts usually took an hour or a 

few hours to deal with this issue . One or two professional person are 

responsible for this challenge. 

 

Question 4 : How could we improve? What should be done differently? 
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(1)  

User : I have not received feedback regarding whether or not I successfully 

completed the challenge - ie Did i find all of the incidents? 

 

Answer : This is my fault . I should send the feedback to every site security 

contacts after they completed the challenge and replied . The feedback is  

about the correct answer and this challenge log files. I will improve this 

problem and do the best next time. Thanks for the comment. 

 

 

(2)  

User : The step-by-step guidance for executing the audit would be 

appreciated. 

 

Answer : Thanks for the encouragement and hope this challenge worked 

successfully. 

 

(3)  

User : A different sequence might be also useful in the next challenge. 
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Answer : I will send this suggestion to EGEE security team and add the 

difference to the next challenge. Thanks for your comment. 

 

(4)  

User : The challenge would not difficult if there is a WIKI to follow to do. 

 

Answer : We provide some reference to this challenge , please see the 

http://lists.grid.sinica.edu.tw/apwiki/Security_Service_Challenge?highlight=%2

8security%29

 

 

Improvement and experience  

 

1. Some sites did not build the RB 

This time , some site managers were confused about the question 2 because 

they did not have Resource Broker(RB) in their sites. In fact, the main objective 

of security service challenge was to imitate the real situation . To train all 

security contacts to deal with the urgent issue and avoid affecting site status. If 
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the communication channel worked well , it was useful for us to resolve the 

security issue in the future. But due to the secure issue , it was difficult for 

users except APROC site managers to login the 

RB(lcg00124.grid.sinica.edu.tw). 

 

The following instructions were provided to site managers to solve the RB 

problem : 

  

(1) Please check the Resource Broker that you use 

  * For example : lcg00124.grid.sinica.edu.tw  

  

(2) Receive the contact information from GOCDB 

  * https://goc.grid-support.ac.uk/gridsite/gocdb2/index.php?siteSelect=22 

  * APROC : roc@lists.grid.sinica.edu.tw

  

(3) Provide the clue from your host services 

  * About this SSC , you could provide the user DN and the executable time.   

It is useful for us to solve your problem if you provide the detailed information. 
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(4) Write mail to the RB manager and find out the answer each other. 

  * Find out the host name is lcg00122.grid.sinica.edu.tw 

  * The executable WN is <hostname> 

  

 

 

2. New site security contacts do not know what the meaning of the security 

service challenge 

 

We executed the security service challenge last year and some sites had 

already joined with us before. They were familiar with the procedure. But this 

year , many sites joined the APROC and had no idea how they could do . 

Some security contacts do not understand clearly what the meaning of the 

security service challenge. Due to these reason , APROC provided the 

reference to help them finish this challenge and send extra mail to all site 

manager what is the objective and meaning.  

Next time , we also provide the detailed procedure and security service 

challenge information to site managers . Let them understand what they must 

do and how to do . 
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3. Lack the feedback after all complete 

According to the upper question, I will improve this issue next time. 

After complete the security service challenge , I must send the log file and the 

correct answer to all site security contacts. It is helpful for them to understand 

whether or not they successfully completed the challenge .  

 

4. Except Taiwan-LCG2 , we could find more sites to do the test first 

Initially I performed the SSC test on Taiwan-LCG2 several times.I thought that 

we are able to select one or two volunteers from our regional sites to test 

before the start of SSC . During the process , the volunteers would provide the 

suggestions or questions for me if they encounter any trouble. Then when we 

execute the SSC jobs properly , it will be useful to help us avoid more 

unnecessary problem.    

 

Appendix 

1. Security service Challenge https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/SSC2 
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2. The APROC SSC procedure 

http://lists.grid.sinica.edu.tw/apwiki/Security_Service_Challenge?highlight=

%28security%29 

3. GOCDB 

https://goc.grid-support.ac.uk/gridsite/gocdb2/index.php?siteSelect=22 

4. Real case 

For example:  

 

 

A sequence of seven storage operations have been executed on your site as 

part of a Security Service Challenge (SSC). The particulars of the operations 

are listed below: 

Distinguished Name (DN) of Grid credentials used by the submitter: 

         /C=TW/O=AS/OU=CC/CN=Joen Yi 

Jian/Email=jinny324@gate.sinica.edu.tw 

Date: 

        2007-04-17 

Approximate time interval: between: 

        09:48 -and- 09:56 (UTC) 
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Affected storage element: 

        dpm01.grid.sinica.edu.tw 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

Three of the operations implied transport (Grid FTP) of data. Two were 

"directory lookup" type operations. Two were attempts to "delete file". 

The configuration at your Site may not include logging of all these 

storage operations. 

Gather as much information about the operations executed by the DN in 

the time interval. Use available logging and other information sources 

at your own discretion. 

1). For each of the identified storage operation, please indicate: 

    - The exact time (UTC); 

    - The type of operation; 

    - The URLs, filenames, catalog names and filepaths involved. 

2). Please indicate the IP-address of the User Interface (UI) that 

    was used for the Job Submission? 
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